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Introduction 
 

This report is a summary of the information collected through the Church in Society’s (CIS) survey that was 

conducted in Spring 2020.  Due to the limited number of survey responses, this report does not provide a 

definitive account of Rockville United Church’s (RUC) collective passions or a clear path for our future “next big 

mission.”  The survey results do, however, identify specific national and local organizations that members have 

supported through donations and volunteer work. 

 

Assumptions to consider when reviewing the data 
 

The survey responses provided a static, not dynamic, snapshot in time, with responders representing 

approximately a third of the family unit members of RUC.  The next generation of church leaders and the 

teenage youth1 are not well represented.  Table 1 shows the distribution of ages for those who designated it.  

Table 1 Age of Survey Respondents 

No age listed: 7 14% 

<24 0 0% 

36-45 2 4% 

46-55 2 4% 

56-65 12 25% 

>65 26 53% 

Total Number of Respondents 49 100% 

 

The data received from the survey responses were filtered by the following criteria: The data represents only 

the “top ten picks” by the survey responders (the maximum fields to complete).  For those who provided more 

than 10 organizations, organizations exceeding 10 were removed.  All references to RUC specifically, or other 

churches generally, as well as school-specific alumni associations were removed.  

There were responses that were uninterpretable, or not aligned to an organization requiring “best guess” 

assignment to a mission focus area.  The mission category selections and organization alignments to those 

selections were by CIS members and may not be wholly accurate from the reader’s perspective. 

Worldwide Black Lives Matter advocacy efforts and the COVID-19 pandemic occurred during the survey open 

season and may have impacted the responses (or lack thereof) provided in April through June, versus those 

received February through March.  Even if the survey provided a clear delineation of priorities from most of 

our responses, these two significant events remove any belief that the same survey given today would yield 

the same results summarized here. 

 

 
1 Montgomery County, MD schools require each student to accrue 75 service hours volunteering for a registered non-profit on 
www.guidestar.org.  Finding out what organizations they choose would be a helpful contribution to determining our next big 
mission. 
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By the Numbers… 

What Organization(s) Do You Volunteer Your Time or Make Donations to? 
 

Figures 1 and 2 show the tally of organizations against the backdrop of mission focus areas as defined by CIS.  A brief 

description of each mission sector follows: 

Arts: Generally nonprofit entities that support artists, creators, and the general cultural community. 

These organizations provide programs and services that enhance the cultural sector through a variety of ways. 

Education: Work is within the scope of education or nonprofit agencies providing educational services. 

Environment: Organizations that seek to protect, analyze, or monitor the environment against misuse or degradation 

from human forces. 

Health and Development: Organizations that seek to address and improve health and development of individuals and 

communities.  (“Health” as defined by the World Health Organization as 'a state of complete physical, mental and social 

wellbeing, and not merely the absence of disease.) 

Housing: Organizations that work to address stable affordable housing for communities. 

Hunger: Those organizations addressing food insecurity. 

Religious: Organizations and institutions that are affiliated with a religious group or that share common beliefs. 

Social Justice: Organizations that engage all members of society in dialogue and action toward the root causes 

of social problems such as racism, gender bias, equitable civil liberties. 

Multiple: Organizations that offer two or more services of the above mission sectors. 

Other: Organizations that are not represented by any of the above mission sectors. 

We are a generous congregation in donating our treasures, time, and talent.  By far, Health and Development had the 

most support.  If one adds the Community Reach of Montgomery County (Reach) interests identified under Multiple (as 

the Kaseman Clinic is under Reach), Health and Development rises to the top of current individual investments.  

 

Figure 1 Organizations Categorized by Mission Focus, Quantity 
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Figure 2 Organizations Categorized by Mission Focus, Percentage 

The following Table 2 distinguishes by name the dominating organizations for each mission area.  The Table highlights 

only those organizations with more than two survey responses. 

Table 2 Most Popular Organizations 

Mission Organization Number of 
Callouts by 
Individuals 

Arts [none identified more than once] - 

Education WETA 8 

 WAMU 7 

 National Public Radio 4 

Environment National Resources Defense Council 4 

Health & Development Doctors Without Borders 7 

 Mansfield Kaseman Health Clinic 5 

 Planned Parenthood 3 

Housing Habitat for Humanity, dispersed to include HFH 
international, national (Georgia), local (MOCO), and 
Garrett County affiliate 
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Hunger Manna 5 

 Shepherd’s Table 4 

Religious [none identified more than twice] - 

Social Justice Southern Poverty Law Center 5 

 American Civil Liberties Union 3 

Multiple Community Reach 17 

 Interfaith  3 

Other [none identified more than once] - 
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Additional multi-supported organizations for the Environment included Arbor Day, Earth Justice, Sierra Club, and Nature 

Conservancy.  Alzheimer’s of America and its foundation were called out for Health & Development, and Lend A Hand 

was another Housing organization noted by two.  Once the references to RUC were removed, the only other Religious-

based organization that received two responses was Montgomery County’s Interfaith Council. Under the random Other 

category, there were three pet-related rescue and care organizations. 

It seemed an interesting exercise to investigate whether there were any patterns or priorities that surfaced where we 

donate our time and talent to our community.  When our time is so limited with the rush of life around us, in what areas 

are we so passionate that we contribute not only our monetary support, but our time and talent.  Figure 3 and Table 3 

summarize the findings.  

 

 

Figure 3 Organizations by Mission Receiving our Time & Talent 

 

Table 3 Our Greater Gifts 
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Organization) 
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Table 3 shows where we volunteer our time and talent by organization, extrapolated with alignment of organizations to 

mission focus.  It is interesting to note that collectively we volunteer our time and talent more in organizations for the 

arts, religion, and to those organizations whose mission is broader than any single mission focus (Multiple).  Of the 

twenty organizations categorized as “multiple,” Community Reach represented six individuals who volunteer.  There 

were no clear leading organizations of interest in the arts or religion benefitting from our time and talent. 

 

What Should RUC Focus Mission and Outreach on and Why? 
 

The intent of this question was to tease out ideas, passions, and recommendations for RUC’s future direction. This was 

characterized on the survey as the replacement for Habitat for Humanity of Garrett County, MD.  While aligning 

individual responses to mission focus areas was helpful, one must keep in mind that several ideas or areas of interest 

might have been expressed by one survey response.  Therefore, the reader should not put too much weight on the 

actual numbers in this section. 

Four individuals expressed the idea that direct service (volunteer work and monetary donation) could/should “make a 
difference in Rockville.”  Responders recommended that any organization selected must be highly rated by Charity 
Navigator, Charity Watch, or similar service; and we should rely more on guidance from our denominations. Whatever 
our decisions, they should be done in “loving kindness” and in support of any “organization considering the oppressed 
or of the ‘least’.” 

 
Looking towards our future, addressing climate change and environmental concerns tied with healthcare (eight 
individuals each) as the top categories to focus upon, including two responders who specifically identified continuing 
work with Reach’s Kaseman Clinic.  Not only was community outreach to improve our environment of interest but 
making RUC an example to our community of environmental resourcefulness through solar panel installation or 
organizing local cleanups of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed was suggested.  Housing and helping seniors remain in 
their homes were close seconds (seven each) and remaining active in Reach was expressed by seven as well.  Under 
the umbrella of Reach was the possibility of engaging all ages within RUC to help with the housing repairs for seniors; 
housing interests also mentioned project work, including Habitat for Humanity.  Addressing food insecurity was also 
popular.  Immigration interest included hosting families starting within our church building or local community.  Social 
justice encompassed reducing racial and ethnic disparities in health care, job opportunities, housing, and the criminal 
justice system.  Table four (4) identifies the quantity of all the individual and collective responses that could be aligned 
to mission focus. 

 
 

Table 4 Mission and Outreach Ideas for the Future 

Passion, Topic, Direction of Interest for RUC 
Times 

Mentioned 

Climate Change/Environmental 8 

Healthcare (Including Mental Health) 8 

Housing 
7 

Community Reach (Multiple focuses) 7 

Food insecurity   6 

Immigration, including hosting families 3 

Social Justice 
3 

Voter registration drives/Hispanic voter registration drives 2 

Combat racism 2 
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The remainder of single topics as areas for RUC to support include Community, Domestic Violence, Helping Seniors and 
Caregivers during COVID-19, Native Issues, and Planned Parenthood for Women’s Health.  There were also single 
opinions expressed generally, and they are quoted here: 
 

“This made me think.  I LOVE RUC's mission/outward focus. Really.  But in reflecting on it, I also enjoy 
coming to church for the quiet; for the reflection; for the fellowship.  I've come to appreciate the 
times when I come to RUC and DON'T get bombarded with a sign up for this or that.  That's just where 
I am right now. 
 
As far as money goes--and I understand the sensitivity here--I prefer that my donations to RUC go to 
RUC operations and to the work of the denominations.  My family and I work hard to stretch our 
charitable giving as far as we can.  Thus, some concern when I see portions of RUC's budget going to 
local charities.  I say that not over concern about the charities' work or mission--not at all.  But I can 
make those giving decisions on my own.  I prefer, for example, to give mostly to organizations that do 
not receive county contracts, for example. 
 
Finally, I'll be interested to see what folks view as critical for the next mission. And I'll support such.  
One idea--and especially during the pandemic--folks band together to improve RUC's grounds.  
Mulching, trimming of trees, removal of unsightly bushes, etc. would go far in making RUC more 
welcoming to the neighborhood.  And it'd make the new roof look better! 
 
And speaking of neighborhood...another mission idea could be TWINBROOK.  Perhaps RUC could host 
more nonprofit gatherings, bringing us foot traffic and possible members.  Or have our sanctuary host 
local performance arts--thus supporting local artists.  The arts have a real and transformative impact 
on community! 
 
Or, and pardon the pun, it'd be great if our gardening, food bank, and church as a local vegetable 
distribution site continue to grow organically.   This stuff matters: it isn't cost-prohibitive; and it brings 
RUC to a whole new part of the community.” 

 
“I'd like to see us focus on needs in Montgomery County, to serve the poor and marginalized.  Not sure how exactly, but 
it would be great if we could use the resources that we have in our property and building to serve.  Is there an 
organization we could partner with that would need space/land to operate? Is there a way to use our relationship 
Community Reach to re-energize or recreate a new outreach?” 
 

“I have been seriously disappointed in RUC's rather sad failure to maintain its efforts to support 
Habitat and Community Reach.  These programs serve the basic needs of people on our community 
and our state. Apparently, a few people felt that the passion was no longer there.  There was never a 
general ask of the congregation for those willing to help in either effort. It was just decided that "old 
people used to run those programs" and they are all dying out so it's time to move on.  The people 
responsible for orientation of new members should and should have been inculcating the values of 
Community Reach for new members. That was done when I joined and reiterated in sermons, bulletin 
info, newsletters and advertising of ways to serve. We have lost our way and forgotten the heritage 
that was the founding reason for the creation of Rockville United Church from the start.  See James 
2:14-26.” 

 
“COMMUNITY REACH needs our concentration more than ever in these difficult times. It is our historic calling, and time 
to bring it back to Montgomery County.” 
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Conclusions 
Our continued volunteer involvement and monetary donations to Community Reach resonated strongly in the survey 

responses.  Community Reach addresses multiple focus areas: healthcare, housing, emergency assistance, Senior 

needs, language outreach and holiday giving (meals and gifts) for the needy.   Many of these mission areas reflect the 

interests of our survey responders, both in response to question one, as well as an eye to the future in response to 

question two.  Healthcare and development, multiple focuses, and Environment were the top three categories for both 

time or treasures and for the mission focus for the future. The specific organizations(s) for this future focus is still 

unclear but the direction is becoming clearer. 

The data collected and conclusions drawn, helped guide the decision-making process of CIS in determining its 2020 

local mission target organizations.  Unfortunately, the hope to glean insight from our younger RUC members whose 

demographics are different than that of at least 78% of those who completed the survey (>50 years of age) did not 

materialize. While the survey did not provide conclusive evidence for a future mission that would be supported by RUC 

members for the foreseeable future, it did affirm our past and current passions to be supporting organizations that 

have multiple focuses, provide support for healthcare and development or the environment. 

 


